INTRODUCTION
============

Influenza A virus poses a major threat to public health with the potential to cause global pandemics with mortality figures in the millions, despite effective vaccines and antiviral drugs ([@B1]). This danger primarily results from the generation of new viral variants through reassortment of the segmented RNA genome. The eight single-strand RNA segments that comprise the genome of influenza A viruses are encapsidated into separate ribonucleoprotein (RNP) structures by a nucleoprotein (NP) and RNA polymerase ([@B2],[@B3]). After dual infection, progeny viruses bearing mixtures of segments from the parental viruses are readily found, suggesting that mixing of individual RNPs occurs prior to their packaging. Although this phenomenon of genome reassortment is hugely significant in the evolution of influenza A virus ([@B4]), the mechanisms underlying RNP incorporation into virions are incompletely understood. Understanding this more fully is crucial to assessing the pandemic threat of emerging strains of influenza virus.

It has been disputed whether a mechanism exists to ensure that each virion contains a full complement of the eight segments. The terminal promoter sequences for the viral RNA polymerase are the minimal RNA sequences required for packaging of vRNA molecules ([@B5]) and are conserved in all segments. This, together with genetic evidence for virus particles containing nine or more segments, supports a model in which packaging is at least partially random ([@B6],[@B7]). However, electron microscopy of virus particles showed that most contain eight structures plausibly representing RNPs organized as an array of seven around a central member ([@B8]). The odds of obtaining an infectious genome if eight segments were incorporated at random are punitive (0.0024 at best), suggesting a specific mechanism to package a full complement of vRNAs would be evolutionarily favoured. Supporting this hypothesis, internally deleted defective-interfering (DI) vRNAs specifically compete with their larger parents for incorporation into virus particles, suggesting the existence of segment-specific packaging signals ([@B9; @B10; @B11; @B12]). Furthermore, studies employing reverse genetic techniques to construct mutant vRNA segments with defined deletions have confirmed that sequences extending into the unique coding regions are necessary for the efficient packaging of segments 1--6 and 8 ([@B13; @B14; @B15; @B16; @B17; @B18; @B19; @B20]).

Thus most if not all influenza A virus vRNA segments contain sequences that act as specific packaging signals. However, how these signals function remains unclear, partly because in the majority of cases, the RNA signals have only been coarsely mapped. Clearly, further experimental analysis will refine this. Alternatively, it is reasonable to hypothesize that functionally important *cis*-acting sequences will be evolutionarily conserved. However, since many packaging signals extend into the protein-coding regions of the RNAs ([@B11; @B12; @B13; @B14; @B15; @B16; @B17; @B18; @B19; @B20]), these RNA sequences will be subjected to evolutionary pressures (resulting in sequence constraint) both through their translation product(s) and any embedded *cis*-acting functions. However, redundancy in the genetic code makes it possible to partially untangle these forces. We reasoned that given sufficient evolutionary time, conservation of a protein sequence will not necessarily be matched at the nucleotide level for those amino acid with multiple codons. Furthermore, we hypothesized that functional conservation of RNA would occur at codons grouped closely together and thus could be distinguished from an overall codon bias resulting from skewed base composition of the virus genome or from a dataset of limited evolutionary time.

Using this approach, we found highly statistically significant clusters of codons with lower than expected synonymous variation within the influenza virus genome. These clusters were mostly but not exclusively located at the terminal regions of segments, where existing experimental data indicates the presence of specific packaging signals. Synonymous mutational analysis of two of these regions confirmed the ability of our method to identify functionally significant *cis*-acting elements in the virus genome at the single nucleotide level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sequence preparation
--------------------

The initial set of sequences was obtained from GenBank (as at April 2005), searching for entries with 'influenza' in the title field and shorter than 3000 nt (the longest influenza segment is 2341 nt). Influenza B and C were then excluded and the remainder were sorted into segments. Following GenBank convention, all sequences were considered in plus (mRNA) sense although it should be borne in mind that the virus packages the complementary strand. For all predicted protein products bar the two surface glycoproteins, it was straightforward to establish a clear consensus sequence. Each sequence was either easily aligned (then included into dataset), or was not full length, or had insertions or deletions (these were double checked with the Influenza Sequence Database ([@B21]), then rejected from dataset). Exon 2 sequences for the spliced influenza virus gene products M2 and NS2/NEP ([@B22],[@B23]) were identified using the A/Udorn/72 virus sequences as a template. The presence of subtypes and thus complicated alignments combined with large numbers of incomplete sequences on GenBank rendered HA and NA hard to analyse. To simplify the problem, analysis was therefore restricted to a single antigenic subtype for each. In the case of HA, the H1 subtype was chosen because it provided the best balance between number of available sequences and time span of virus isolation, and because experimental data already existed for the location of the packaging sequence for an H1 HA ([@B14]). For similar reasons, we chose the N1 subtype of NA. For the NA, the most frequent alignable ORF length resulted in a dataset of 89 sequences. In addition, a further 41 sequences could be easily aligned except for an insertion of 'ACA' at codon position 436. By ignoring that codon in those sequences for the mathematical analysis, the dataset increased to 130. A list of the accession numbers of the sequences used sorted (where the information was extractable) according to the year of isolation and HN subtypes are contained in Supplementary Data S1.

Normalized mean pairwise distance
---------------------------------

First, a simple measure of variability of each codon position in each segment was calculated. The distance between two codons we defined as the number of nucleotide differences, so it can be 0, 1, 2 or 3. A frequency distribution of codons used at each position was derived from the dataset above. The distance between each pair of observations was calculated and summed, and this was divided by the number of pairs of observation (*n* sequences give *n*(*n* *−* 1)/2 possible pairs). This number is the 'mean pairwise distance' (MPD). Overall, the MPD score for each position acted as a simple proxy for variation in which low scores correspond to high conservation at the RNA level.

As calculated, the observed MPD values theoretically also reflected three undesired factors: amino acid constraint, codon bias and also the diversity of the dataset. For instance, conserved methionine or tryptophan residues will generate a low MPD score because they are encoded by single codons, and it is impossible with the sequence data alone to identify if this is due to amino acid or RNA constraint, or just pure chance. Furthermore, even for amino acid with redundant coding possibilities, the long established phenomenon of codon bias ([@B24]) would be expected to lower the observed MPD values. Previous analyses have concluded that influenza viruses do not show marked codon bias ([@B25],[@B26]). However, on the side of caution, this analysis assumed that there might be some segment-specific bias.

To take into account amino acid usage and codon bias, we calculated the expected distribution of codons at each amino acid position given both the distribution of amino acids used at that position and the distribution of codons used for those amino acids in the whole segment. In the case of the two smallest segments, aggregate codon usage tables were calculated for both spliced and unspliced translation products. Observed MPD values were divided by computed MPD scores for this expected distribution: normalized MPD. A low score indicates less RNA variability than expected, after considering amino acid usage and segment codon bias. At positions with invariant tryptophan and methionine codons, both the expected and the observed MPD scores will be zero. Any RNA constraint is totally masked by amino acid constraint. We therefore defined the normalized MPD for these cases to be 1, signifying RNA variability was as expected. This ensured these sites were not flagged as low scoring. They were not included in the moving average described below so that their impact was neutral. When the effective codon number \[*N*~c~; a measure of codon bias ([@B27])\] of the datasets was calculated, the virus genome had an *N*~c~ of 52.4, agreeing with previous analysis ([@B25],[@B26]). On aggregate, the set of codons with an MPD score of \<0.05 (∼8% of all positions) had an *N*~c~ of 44.6. This is well within the range of RNA virus codon usage ([@B25]), thus low variability codons are not strongly biased towards a particular subset of triplets.

The majority of codons within the influenza genome have normalized MPD scores of \<1 (Supplementary Data S2). This is consistent with patterns expected even for nucleotides with no functional constraints but with insufficient evolutionary time to explore all possible codons. This is the third factor impacting on the MPD listed above: the dataset sequences may be closely related to each other. However, all positions within a segment\'s dataset are equally subject to this effect, so this factor could be controlled for by considering scores in relation to others in the segment. In particular, we did this here by looking for aggregation of low-scoring codons in nearby positions along the length of a segment. First, the lowest 10% scoring codons were identified for each segment. This method of defining a cut-off was chosen in preference to choosing an absolute MPD value because the overall levels of conservation differed between segments ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The distances between the low-scoring codons were then plotted as the number of occurrences for each segment against distance (Figure S1). We also calculated the expected outcome for the null hypothesis of conserved codons being randomly positioned along the segment: the observed distribution clearly exceeded this for short distances. Table 1.Influenza A virus sequence datasetsSeg[^a^](#TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Gene[^b^](#TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}No.[^c^](#TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}Cons.[^d^](#TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}ORF[^e^](#TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}Year[^f^](#TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}Median[^g^](#TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}HA types[^h^](#TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}% 'Human'[^i^](#TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}1PB236992759193020001--7,9,13542PB135193757193320001--7,9,13,16583PA39689716193020001--7,9,13534HA (1)996756619181994n/a994HA (3)2038256619682002n/a525NP61785498191819971--7,9--11,13,14,16526NA (1)13075468/9191819991--7,9,11517M188789252190219991--7,9--1338M274673(88)190219991--7,9--13408NS182951230190219981--7,9--1342NS296274(111)190219991--7,9--13358NS1(A)64562230190219981--7,9--11,13588NS1(B)18480230194919981,3--7,9,10,120[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8][^9][^10] Figure 1.Normalized codon MPD plots for influenza A virus segments. Dots indicate individual codon scores while lines delineate a moving average taken over a window of 10 residues. For (**G**) M and (**H**) NS segments, data for the spliced gene products (blue dots and green lines) are plotted on the same scale with the appropriate degree of overlap. Bars above plots represent areas of dual coding capacity. Bars below plots represent packaging signals known from reverse genetics experiments (black lines) or inferred from sequencing studies of DI RNAs (grey lines). Arrow heads indicate splice donor and acceptor sites.

We calculated the moving average normalized MPD score over a sliding window of 10 codons, which made it easy to identify low-scoring regions by eye. The lowest point of the moving average was used as a further statistic to test whether low-scoring codons are aggregated. For each gene product, the normalized MPD was sampled with replacement as many times as there are codon positions and the minimum of the moving average was computed. This was repeated 100 000 times. For NS2 and M2, no significant result was found, however these ORFs are notably shorter than the others analysed ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). For all other gene products, the actual minimum was lower than nearly all of the random minima (PB2, PB1, PA, NP, M1, NS1 actuals were lower than all but 0, 14, 34, 34, 8, 22 random runs out of 100 000 respectively, corresponding to *P* \< 0.001). For HA and NA, the actual minimum was lower than all but 646 and 3442 of the 100 000 (corresponding to *P* \< 0.01 and *P* \< 0.05, respectively). These weaker results are perhaps due to the fewer sequences aligned without insertions and deletions. Overall however, the moving average dipped significantly lower in the actual ordering of most genes than in random ordering, again signifying aggregation of low scores. Generalized low diversity of the dataset would apply evenly through each segment, so this cannot explain our observations, and thus we conclude from this analysis that we have detected regions with some particular constraint at the RNA level.

RNA packaging assays
--------------------

The packaging efficiency of artificial vRNA segments engineered to contain reporter genes flanked by the terminal-coding regions of the influenza ORFs was carried out essentially as previously described ([@B16]). Briefly, cells were transfected with plasmids that expressed the vRNA segments from RNA polymerase I promoters and superinfected with A/WSN/33 virus. In the case of segment 1, packaging efficiency was assessed by the ability of progeny viruses to transduce second sets of cells with gene fluorescent protein (GFP), as measured by flow cytometry ([@B16]). In the case of segment 6, packaging efficiency was similarly measured by assaying chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) levels by ELISA (CAT ELISA kit, Roche). To control for an apparent reduction in segment packaging simply resulting from less available material for incorporation, accumulation of segment 6 vRNAs in the primary cells was assessed by measuring expression of the CAT reporter gene. Expression of segment 1 vRNAs was determined using a plasmid-based system for reconstituting active viral RNPs in transiently transfected COS-1 cells; vRNA levels were detected by primer-extension reactions using the oligonucleotide ATCACTCTCGGCATGGAC and quantified by densitometry ([@B28]). In this system, RNA Pol I-mediated transcription results in low levels of the model vRNA that are substantially amplified by the influenza virus polymerase ([@B28]).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Sequence conservation within influenza virus ORFs
-------------------------------------------------

Development of an algorithm to detect sequence conservation acting at the level of RNA whilst controlling for constraints due to coding capacity is described in the Materials and methods section. The approach required a large and evolutionarily diverse dataset of aligned influenza A virus sequences, acquired from GenBank. The numbers of sequences present in the datasets of each non-glycoprotein ORF ranged between 351 (PB1) and 962 (NS2) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The year of isolation of the viruses spanned 102 years, but with a bias towards recent times. The median dates for the datasets of individual ORFs ranged from 1994 (HA) to 2000 (polymerase genes) ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Overall sequence conservation in the datasets was high, with between 51 (NS1) and 93% (PB1) of amino acid residues identical in \>95% of sequences ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). With respect to the diversity of the sequences, examination of the HA subtypes of the viruses from which sequences were derived showed that subtypes 1--7, 9--14 and 16 were represented ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Influenza A viruses are known to infect a wide variety of avian and mammalian species ([@B4]) and visual inspection of the datasets confirmed that virus sequences isolated from a diverse mixture of host species were present. However, attempts to extract a definitive list of hosts from the datasets were defeated by a combination of the size of the database, the nature of the influenza naming convention and the occasionally erratic nature with which it has been applied. Therefore, as a more amenable approach to assessing the diversity of species the viruses were isolated from, we examined the haemagglutinin (H) and neuraminidase (N) subtypes of the parental viruses as only a limited number of these subtypes are known to routinely infect man ([@B4]). Between 88 (NS1) and 98% (PA) of the non-glycoprotein influenza sequences in our database had subtype information embedded in a readily interpretable format (Supplementary data S1) and for all internal genes, H subtypes 1--7, 9 and 13 were represented ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). With the exception of the polymerase segments, all N subtypes were represented (data not shown). As expected, the numbers of each H and N subtype were not equal, so to provide a measure of this, the datasets were analysed for the proportion of sequences from viruses with HN types that could potentially (but not necessarily) reflect efficient circulation in the human population. The proportion of internal gene sequences from viruses with H1N1, H1N2, H2N2 or H3N2 antigenic types varied from segment to segment in the 35--58% range ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) but on average made up less than half of the available data. Therefore at a minimum, half of the sequences were obtained from viruses isolated from non-human hosts. Overall, the available sequences comprise a virus database whose size, age range and diversity of host species is unmatched.

Our analysis generated a MPD score for each codon of an ORF in which low values reflect higher conservation of a specific triplet than expected from amino acid conservation or codon bias. Plotting these scores for each segment against codon number gave a set of graphs resembling scatterplots ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Visual inspection suggested that for most segments, there was non-random clustering of low-scoring codons. This was further evident when a moving average of the MPD scores (summed over 10 codons, corrected for end effects) was plotted ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The clusters of conserved codons were mostly located towards the start and/or ends of ORFs, although some internal conserved regions were noted (e.g. PA; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C, M1; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}G). In general, the 3′-ends of the ORFs appeared to be slightly more conserved. To assess the likelihood of these clusters occurring by chance, we compared the observed distances between low-scoring codons to that expected by chance. Plots of the gap size between low-scoring codons against the number of occurrences within each segment showed a tendency for conserved codons to aggregate at close distances (Figure S1A--H). For all but the glycoprotein segments, this was significant at \<0.01 level (see Supplementary Data S1 for more details). Analysis of the whole coding genome as a pooled dataset further highlighted the short-range aggregation of low-scoring codons (Figure S1I). In this pooled dataset, the distances between conserved codons exceeded the 99% confidence limits for that predicted by chance for distances of up to ∼20 codons. Further, the point at which the observed distribution crosses the random expected distribution gives an estimate for the length of conserved elements. By visual estimate from Figure S1I, this appears to be ∼30 codons or 90 nt, though this is clearly very approximate. We also considered the statistical significance of the degree of aggregated conservation as well as the clustering itself by analysing the minima in the moving point average. For non-glycoprotein segments, the observed MPD minimum was lower than that obtained by 100 000 iterations of sampling by replacement at the *P* \< 0.001 level, and *P* \< 0.05 level for the glycoproteins (see Materials and methods section). Thus each segment in the influenza A virus genome contains one or more regions of sequence conservation over and above that expected for their protein-coding function.

Inspection of the datasets for individual codons revealed interesting features. For example, codon 755 of the PB1 ORF specifies an invariant arginine ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}a). However, the codon CGG is relatively rare as it is used for \<9% of arginine residues in the virus genome. Thus in over 300 genes, isolated from viruses with 10 different HA subtypes across a time span of 72 years, this normally rare codon is absolutely invariant ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}a). Given the high mutation rate of influenza and that five other arginine codons are one or two nucleotide substitutions away, this is suggestive of a high degree of constraint independent of protein sequence. Consistent with this, five of the upstream 12 codons are similarly invariant while another four show very low (MPD \< 0.05) variation ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). In contrast, the majority of codons in the influenza virus genome showed no strong conservation. For example, position 427 of PB2, which also encodes an invariant arginine residue, uses all six possible codons ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}b). The full datasets for each gene are available online (S2). Table 2.Examples of low and high MPD codon scores associated with invariant arginine (R) amino acid (AA) residues are tabulatedCodonAAObs[^a^](#TF10){ref-type="table-fn"}Exp[^b^](#TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}(a) PB1 ORF, position 755CGUR06.0CGCR018.7CGAR022.7CGGR35136.9AGAR0170.3AGGR096.4MPD[^c^](#TF12){ref-type="table-fn"}:00.93Norm[^d^](#TF13){ref-type="table-fn"}:0(b) PB2 ORF, position 427CGUR17.8CGCR223.1CGAR19233.5CGGR8126.7AGAR87185.4AGGR692.4MPD0.750.91Norm:0.82[^11][^12][^13][^14]

Sources of high sequence constraint in coding regions
-----------------------------------------------------

Some regions of high RNA sequence constraint could be explained by overlapping ORFs. The 5′-end of the PB1 gene contains a short internal ORF (PB1-F2) that is poorly conserved ([@B29],[@B30]), but probably explains the low MPD scores between residues 32 and 50 of PB1 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Similarly, the low variabilities of codon 168 onwards of NS1 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}H) are likely to result at least partly from the overlapping NS2/NEP ORF ([@B22]). The short overlap between the M1 ORF and exon 2 of M2 ([@B23]) was not associated with particularly low MPD scores although three of the four codons immediately 5′ to the M2 ORF (positions 235--238) are highly conserved ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}G). This likely reflects the presence of previously characterized *cis*-acting sequences in the viral genome. The M2- and NS2- coding regions are accessed by splicing of the primary mRNAs and the low MPD scores of codons 8, 9, 236 and 238 of M1 and codons 10, 11, 167 and 168 of NS1 reflect the presence of splice donor and acceptor consensus motifs ([@B22],[@B23]).

Some instances of RNA conservation may be explained by RNA sequences involved in modulating translation. The low MPD score of PB1 codon 31 perhaps reflects maintenance of an effective ribosomal initiation signal upstream of the initiating AUG codon for the PB1-F2 ORF ([@B31]). The AUG codons further downstream in the PB1-F2 ORF that have recently been proposed to direct expression of a shorter form of the protein ([@B32]) show only moderate conservation. However, the Kozak translation initiation consensus does not provide a good explanation for the general pattern of low MPD scores observed towards the 5′-coding end of most segments ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) as the consensus does not extend beyond the second translated codon ([@B33],[@B34]). Similarly, the high frequency of low MPD scores observed towards the 3′-ends of the influenza virus ORFs is not easily explained through translational signals. In yeast, the identity of the penultimate codon has been shown to influence the efficiency of stop codon recognition ([@B35]), while bioinformatic analysis of higher eukaryotic ORFs has suggested a degree of non-randomness of the terminal tripeptide ([@B36]). However, there is no clear pattern of conservation evident in the influenza virus sequences in the final three codons of each gene and the low MPD scores extend 5′ to these sequences in all the ORFs analysed, even those without overlapping 3′-coding sequences ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Another sequence motif that has been identified in the influenza virus genome as being important for translation of certain influenza virus mRNAs is the binding site for the cellular GRSF-1 protein ([@B37],[@B38]). However, although the motif AGGGU occurs elsewhere in the viral ORFs as well as in the 5′-untranslated regions of NP and NS mRNAs, none of the occurrences in the coding regions are conserved.

The general pattern of low sequence diversity exhibited at most segment termini is best explained by reference to known or suspected packaging signals. The terminal conserved regions in the PB2, PB1, PA and NP genes correspond well to the minimal sequences found in DI RNAs or in efficiently packaged engineered vRNAs ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A--C, E) ([@B11],[@B12],[@B16; @B17; @B18],[@B20],[@B39],[@B40]). Similarly, for segment 6, our MPD data are consistent with the minimal sequences within the 5′ and 3′-ends of the NA ORF necessary for efficient packaging ([@B13]). In particular, the sharp drop-off in packaging efficiency noted when codon 7 of NA was deleted matches well with its low MPD score (0.07) in our analysis. The low sequence diversity exhibited by the 3′-end of the HA ORF ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D) also corresponds to the sequences identified as important for packaging of segment 4 ([@B14]). The average size of the conserved regions \[∼30 codons/90 nt (Figure S1I)\] is also consistent with the existing experimental data. Thus the location of the majority of the clusters of low-diversity codons is consistent with the hypothesis that *cis*-acting segment-specific packaging signals are evolutionarily conserved sequences.

Potential novel features in the virus genome
--------------------------------------------

An interesting feature of our analysis concerns the areas of high sequence conservation that do not correlate with any previously identified RNA motifs or with putative terminally located packaging signals. The most prominent of these lies around codons 200--250 of PA but others are visible around codons 50 and 70 of M1 and possibly around codon 350 of PB2 ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, C, G). In the case of the P genes, experiments aimed at mapping packaging signals in these segments started out with the assumption that internal sequences were not involved ([@B17; @B18; @B19]) and therefore do not provide a test of this function. However, known DI RNAs do not generally include these internal regions ([@B39],[@B40]), arguing against a role in segment packaging. In neither case is there an obvious out of frame AUG codon that could initiate translation of a reasonable length alternative ORF (as with PB1-F2 for instance) and in any case, it is not clear how such an ORF could be accessed for translation in the PA or PB2 genes as we are unaware of any reports of mRNA splicing or IRES function in these segments.

No experimental information is available yet on the packaging of segment 7. Nevertheless, by analogy with other segments, we predict that the low-diversity sequences at the 5′-end of the M1 and 3′-end of the M2 ORFs will prove to be important. However, the patches of sequence conservation centred around codons 50 and 70 are substantially further into the gene than any other segment packaging signal so far mapped or inferred ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) so it is possible these sequences have other embedded function(s). One study has identified a fourth alternatively spliced mRNA formed by some strains of influenza A virus ([@B41]), but the splice donor used to form this RNA is only partially conserved with the critical GU bases 3′ to the cleavage site (in codon 41 of M1) forming a minority population in our database. Furthermore, the highly conserved codons in M1 centred around positions 50 and 70 would lie in the intron of this transcript, making this putative mRNA an unlikely explanation for the conservation. Further work is therefore required to identify the cause and function of these areas of RNA conservation.

Effect of synonymous mutations on segment packaging
---------------------------------------------------

As an experimental test of the validity of our analysis, we examined the effect of single codon synonymous changes within the terminal-coding regions on segment packaging. First, mutations were introduced into the 3′-coding region of PB2. The experimental system used an engineered minigenome version of segment 1 containing the GFP gene as a quantifiable marker. Mutations were introduced into the cDNA clone PB2(159)GFP(166) which expresses a vRNA analogue encoding (in the negative sense) GFP flanked by the indicated number of nucleotides from the 3′- and 5′-termini respectively of the segment as prior analysis has shown that this RNA is efficiently packaged into virus particles ([@B16]). The construct PB2(159)GFP(34) was used as a negative control, as the loss of all coding regions from the 3′-end of the PB2 ORF severely reduces packaging of the vRNA ([@B16]). Cells were transfected with the vRNA expression plasmids, superinfected with influenza virus A/WSN/33 and infection allowed to proceed. The resulting progenies were then used to infect a second set of cells and the proportion of infected cells that expressed GFP (indicating successful packaging of the recombinant vRNA segment) quantified by flow cytometry. This system measures the ability of the PB2 minigenomes to compete with the wild-type PB2 segment for packaging, which is (very likely) directly related to the minigenome packaging efficiency. As expected ([@B16]), the 'wild type' PB2(159)GFP(166) vRNA was incorporated into virus particles as nearly 30% of secondarily infected cells expressed GFP ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). However, single or double nucleotide synonymous changes in any of the highly conserved PB2 codons 744, 745, 748, 751 or 757 reduced transmission of the segment between 20- and 50-fold ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Strikingly, these effects were almost as severe as deletion of the entire 3′-coding region of PB2 \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}; PB2(159)GFP(34)\]. In contrast, synonymous mutation of the relatively poorly conserved codons 731 or 737 resulted in only a small decrease (\<2-fold) in apparent vRNA packaging efficiency ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Decreased transmission of the vRNA reporter molecule could result from reduced packaging efficiency or from a lowered replication efficiency in the primary cells that reduced the amount of material available for incorporation into virions. To distinguish between these possibilities, we measured the replication efficiency of the vRNAs in the absence of virus budding. Cells were transfected with the vRNA expression constructs along with plasmids that express PB1, PB2, PA and NP, the minimum viral proteins required to support transcription and replication of the viral genome ([@B3],[@B42]). After incubation, accumulation of the vRNA molecules was quantified by primer extension ([@B28]). None of the mutations introduced into highly conserved codons significantly reduced vRNA accumulation, although curiously, mutation of the non-conserved codon 731 did affect vRNA levels ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). We therefore conclude that the analysis of codon conservation successfully identified single nucleotide changes that significantly affect segment packaging. Table 3.Effect of synonymous mutations in the PB2-coding region on segment 1 packagingvRNA[^a^](#TF14){ref-type="table-fn"}MutationMPD scorePackaging levels (% of GFP-expressing cells)[^b^](#TF15){ref-type="table-fn"}vRNA expression levels (% of PB2(159) GFP(166))[^c^](#TF16){ref-type="table-fn"}PB2(159) GFP(34)n/an/a0.4 ± 0.1130 ± 10PB2(159) GFP(166)n/an/a27.5 ± 7.3100mut 731GUG -\> GUC0.36018.5 ± 1.620 ± 0mut 737CGG -\> CGC0.53917.9 ± 4.435 ± 5mut 744aCUU -\> CUA00.8 ± 0.280 ± 20mut 744bCUU -\> UUA00.5 ± 0.165 ± 5mut 745ACU -\> ACA01.2 ± 0.355 ± 5mut 748CAG -\> CAA01.1 ± 0.375 ± 25mut 751ACC -\> ACG0.0080.5 ± 0.3110 ± 10mut 757GCC -\> GCG01.1 ± 0.470 ± 10[^15][^16][^17]

Next, we tested similar mutations in the 3′-coding region of NA, which we identified previously as critical for the propagation of viruses harbouring dicistronic NA segments ([@B43]). In this case, the engineered vRNA segments contained the CAT gene as an assayable marker. Synonymous mutations were introduced into the CAT38 construct which contains NA codons 456--469, while the CAT35 construct lacking all 3′-NA coding sequences was used as a low-packaging efficiency control ([@B43]). When the single absolutely conserved codon (468) in this region of NA was mutated, packaging was severely impaired, while mutations on two codons with high MPDs (461 and 464) had less effect ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Mutation of codons with intermediate levels of conservation led to variable packaging efficiencies, with some alterations having no apparent effect (e.g. codon 467) but the majority of changes decreased segment 6 incorporation ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). None of the mutations decreased expression levels of the vRNA segments by \>∼2-fold ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The overall poorer correlation between MPD score and experimentally measured effects on packaging when NA codons were mutated compared to PB2 ([Tables 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) probably reflects the lower statistical significance of the conservation in segment 6 (Materials and methods section) and may be improvable by better sequence alignment of a larger dataset. Nevertheless, overall these data ([Tables 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}) confirm the ability of our analysis to identify functionally important RNA conservation and highlight the surprising finding that single nucleotide changes can have a dramatic effect on segment packaging. Table 4.Effect of synonymous mutations in the NA-coding region on segment 6 packagingvRNA[^a^](#TF17){ref-type="table-fn"}MutationMPD scoreRelative packaging efficiency (on a 0.1--100 scale)[^b^](#TF18){ref-type="table-fn"}vRNA expression levels (% of CAT35)[^b^](#TF18){ref-type="table-fn"}CAT35n/an/a0.1100CAT38n/an/a100111 ± 5mut 461GCU -\> GCA0.36415.0 ± 4.594 ± 19mut 464CCG -\> CCC0.3939.5 ± 1.544 ± 9mut 463aUUG -\> UUA0.0980.5 ± 0.1103 ± 17mut 463bUUG -\> CUG0.09811.9 ± 4.344 ± 7mut 466ACC -\> ACG0.06535.5 ± 1.055 ± 7mut 467AAU -\> AAA0.04764.2 ± 6.791 ± 12mut 468GAC -\> GAU02.4 ± 0.4333 ± 91mut 469AAG -\> AAA0.0616.6 ± 1.2235 ± 43[^18][^19]

Are certain packaging signals virus strain specific?
----------------------------------------------------

For segment 8, the conserved sequences found at the end of the NS2 ORF agree with experimental data ([@B15]). Experimentally however, a more important contribution came from the sequences corresponding to codons 2--9 of NS1 as synonymous mutations here reduced packaging efficiency by 3--4-fold ([@B15]). Surprisingly, none of the wobble bases of these codons were conserved at the 95% level in our dataset and the lowest MPD score was 0.21 ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). NS genes fall into two lineages that diverged a century ago ([@B44],[@B45]), so we analysed the A and B alleles separately ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Significantly, the individual gene families displayed sequence conservation within the region identified as crucial for efficient packaging. In allele A, codons 5 and 7 showed very low MPD scores and codon 6 was also relatively invariable, while in NS1(B), codons 3--5 and 7 were conserved ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Furthermore, the nature of the conservation differed. Within the sequences coding for amino acid 5--8, 7 of the 12 conserved nucleotides differ between alleles A and B ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Sequences further into the coding region of NS1 (at least up to codon 30) also contribute to packaging of the segment ([@B15]) but here too the patterns of conservation was largely different between the two alleles (S2). The non-coding region immediately upstream of the NS1-coding region is also necessary but not sufficient to direct efficient packaging of segment 8 ([@B15]) and these sequences are conserved between the two NS alleles. Nevertheless, the differing nature of the conserved sequences within the crucial region of the NS1-coding sequence raises the possibility that the packaging signal differs significantly between the two lineages of NS genes. Figure 2.Varying patterns of RNA conservation in the NS1 and HA ORFs. (**A**) Consensus nucleotide and amino acid (single letter code) sequences of the first 11 codons of the overall NS1 dataset and the A and B lineages are shown along with the codon MPD scores. Residues not conserved at the 95% level are shown by asterisks. Highly conserved triplets (MPD value \<0.05) are shown in red. Conserved residues that differ between lineages are highlighted. Underlining denotes the splice donor sequence. (**B**) Consensus sequences for the C-terminal 27 codons of HA subtypes 1, 3 and 5, encompassing the packaging signal for H1. MPD scores are not shown for clarity but conserved triplets are color-coded red (MPD \< 0.05) or blue (MPD \< 0.1) and highlighted. Homology between the H5 sequence and conserved nucleotides in H1 or H3 sequences are indicated by lines.

The packaging signal in segment 4 has been shown to extend into the 3′-end of the HA-coding region ([@B14]). However, this was determined for the H1 serotype and the 16 HA subtypes are not well conserved at the amino acid level within this region (Skehel, 2004; alignment hosted at: <http://www.flu.lanl.gov/review/HAalignment.html>). We therefore extended our analysis to other subtypes of HA. H3 sequences were more conserved overall than H1 ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) but similar to H1, this was particularly marked towards the 3′-end of the ORF. However, when the location of the conserved codons in this crucial 3′-region was compared between H1 and H3 sequences, the pattern was very different, showing almost no superposition ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The differences between the H1 and H3 codons that show evidence of selective pressure against synonymous changes supports the hypothesis that strain-specific differences between packaging signals exist. We next examined H5 sequences as the possibility of the highly pathogenic avian H5N1 influenza currently circulating in the Far East and elsewhere reassorting with human-adapted H1N1 or H3N2 viruses is particularly significant. Unfortunately, MPD analysis of the H5 HA ORF was not informative as the available sequences are virtually all from the recent outbreaks and show insufficient diversity to be useful (data not shown). The nucleotide sequence of recent H5 genes within the region corresponding to the H1 packaging signal is more closely related to the H1 gene than the H3 (68% identical compared to 43%; [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). This difference is maintained when only those triplets that are conserved at the wobble position are considered but nevertheless, the H5 gene shows a substantial number of differences from both ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B). Given that single nucleotide mutations in the PB2 and NA packaging signals can substantially reduce incorporation of the segment ([Tables 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}), we speculate that efficient inclusion of the H5 gene into an otherwise human-adapted virus may require significant adaptation of the packaging signal.

CONCLUSION
==========

Although our measure of synonymous variation is largely constrained to mapping conservation of every third nucleotide, it offers higher resolution than the deletion analyses that provide the majority of the experimental data on segment incorporation. Our dataset (S2) offers sufficient detail to suggest suitable positions and synonyms to be explored by reverse genetic experiments aimed at elucidating the functions of the conserved RNA sequences ([Tables 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Analysing the growth characteristics of recombinant viruses containing mutations at the conserved positions will provide the ultimate test of the bioinformatics analysis and this work is in progress. We also expect the dataset will be useful in the design of experiments whose aim is to generate functionally important mutations only in the viral proteins. Though current consensus is that segment-specific packaging signals exist in influenza, there is little information on how these signals operate. In the absence of evidence for a protein factor able to identify eight separate and unique sequences, the most attractive hypothesis is that the RNA packaging signals interact with each other, so that each segment has preference for packing with a given other segment or two in such a way to make it likely that a complete set of segments is packaged ([@B13],[@B18]). This model is complicated by the fact that vRNA is wrapped around NP to form a complex RNP structure in which on average, 24 nt of RNA are associated with each NP monomer ([@B2]). Base pairing (not necessarily only Watson--Crick type) between segments is still theoretically possible, perhaps mediated or initiated by short hairpin-loops protruding away from the RNP in a manner perhaps analogous to dimerization of retroviral genomes ([@B46]). However, it is difficult to analyse RNAs for complementarity where the bases involved are discontinuous, and we have not been able to identify any convincing relationships between the conserved regions on different segments. One might expect the extended nature of the packaging signals coupled with an ordered RNP structure would result in detectable periodicity in the spacing of conserved residues. However, despite the tendency of the human eye to see patterns in data such as [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and S1, several approaches including discrete Fourier and wavelet-style methods and the pairwise distance distributions shown in Figure S1 have failed to detect any significant periodicity in the data (data not shown). Any periodicity might be masked by flexibility in the RNP structure, or alternatively, even if RNP interactions are primarily mediated by RNA--RNA interactions, the participation of other specific helping or adaptor factors cannot be ruled out. It is interesting that mutations in NS1 and PA that inhibit particle formation without apparently affecting vRNA synthesis or trafficking have been identified ([@B47],[@B48]).

Splitting the influenza sequence dataset according to NS clades or HA subtypes suggested that the packaging signals may not be universal. It is possible that evolutionary separation of virus strains has allowed signals to evolve separately within lineages. This accords with experimental work observing that some reassortants are hard to make in the laboratory, and others are apparently attenuated, including the NS1 B allele in the background of an allele A virus ([@B49]) as well as several avian HA subtypes (including H5) in the background of a human H3 segment 7 ([@B50],[@B51]). Many studies have concluded that the loss of fitness of such reassortants results from incompatibilities between viral gene products. We propose that mismatches between specific packaging signals can also reduce virus viability. Given the relatively large size and likely discontinuity of the packaging signals so far mapped, it is unlikely that such incompatibility would totally exclude reassortment. However, even a modest reduction in virus fitness that is viable in the laboratory is likely to reduce successful transmission in the wild and thus potentially make the viral reproductive ratio less than one (*R*~0~ \< 1), preventing large outbreaks ([@B52]). At least two pandemics have resulted from reassortant viruses ([@B1],[@B4]). It is now of utmost urgency to fully understand the factors that govern virus reassortment, and in particular to assess how much adaptation of the H5 HA gene might be required to allow its efficient packaging into an otherwise human-adapted virus.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

Supplementary Data is available at NAR Online.
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[^1]: Present address: Debra Elton, Animal Health Trust, Lanwades Park, Kentford, Newmarket, Suffolk, CB8 7UU, UK

[^2]: ^a^Segment number.

[^3]: ^b^Translation product analysed (parentheses specify subtype where applicable).

[^4]: ^c^Number of sequences analysed.

[^5]: ^d^% of amino acid residues within each dataset that are identical in ≥95% of isolates.

[^6]: ^e^Length of ORF analysed. (Only second exon sequences are considered for M2 and NS2).

[^7]: ^f^The earliest year of virus isolation. The latest isolation date was 2004 except for NS1(B), NA (1) (2003) and HA (1) (2002).

[^8]: ^g^Median date of virus isolation for each dataset.

[^9]: ^h^HA subtypes of virus isolates from which sequences were derived; n/a, not applicable.

[^10]: ^i^% of isolates from potentially human adapted H1N1, H1N2, H2N2 or H3N2 viruses.

[^11]: ^a^Observed frequency of codons at specified position.

[^12]: ^b^Hypothetical predicted occurence of codons based on overall codon usage data for the segment.

[^13]: ^c^Calculated mean pairwise difference (MPD) of the codon distribution.

[^14]: ^d^Norm = observed MPD/expected MPD.

[^15]: ^a^PB2(159)GFP(166) denotes vRNAs containing PB2 codons 1--44 and 716--759 (synonymous mutations introduced as indicated), while PB2(159)GFP(34) refers to a vRNA lacking all 3′-PB2-coding regions.

[^16]: ^b^Mean ± standard deviation of four measurements from two independent clones.

[^17]: ^c^Mean ± range from two independent clones as determined by primer-extension analysis. n/a, not applicable.

[^18]: ^a^CAT38 denotes vRNAs containing NA codons 456--469 required for efficient packaging, while CAT35 refers to a vRNA lacking all 3′-NA-coding region. Synonymous mutations were introduced into the CAT38 vRNA as indicated.

[^19]: ^b^Mean ± standard deviation of four measurements from two independent clones as determined by CAT ELISA. n/a, not applicable.
